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INTRODUCTION

This paper reviews research on strategies and techniques to alleviate

discipline problems in public schools. More specifically, we examine strate-

gies developed between police agencies and school systems aimed at pre-

venting, reducing, or controlling serious student misbehavior and crime. We

will spend most of our time examining programs and projects that demon-

strate police-school cooperation. When this is not possible, we will turn to

programs or projects that apply a crossover technology; for example, school

programs using police-like contingency planning or police programs using

classroom curricula.

Here, at the beginning of this paper, it is important to differentiate

clearly between "discipliner:, violations" and "crimes." For the purposes of

this paper, disciplinary violations represent only violations of school rules;

they are rightfully censured solely by school district employees. crimes, on

the other hand, represent violations of federal, state, or local laws and con-

`40 cern law enforcement agencies as well as school system officials. Usually,

when programs share areas of interest and concern they also share corn muni-

"%/i cation and planning. In this paper, we examine research into this sharing.
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There is not a great deal of formal research about police/school

agreements and programs. There are any number of anecdotal accounts of

programs, a lesser number of descriptive accounts, and practically no formal

evaluations. So, again, it is important to stress at the outset that we will

do our best to review everything we can find that is above the level of

"anecdotal." Also, we will distinguish between conclusions based on experi-

ence and those based on research.

In detailing the relevant research, we will describe the STRATEGY

(touching on the assumptions that underlie it and its relative importance in

"discipline improvement," move to the particular APPROACH used to imple-

ment it, and finally discuss research relating to individual PROGRAMS.

PART 1: OVERVIEW OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
POLICE AGENCIES AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS

It does not require a literature review to realize that relationships be-

tween school officials and police professionals have changed over the

decades. In the period before about 1968, police were generally utilized by

local school administrators to respond to specific crises; a "fight" that went

too far, a spate of vandalism, a weekend burglary. During the late 1960s

and up to the mid-1970s, police and education officials began developing

much closer working relations. This period saw the first published tactical

manuals to help police manage school riots (Benton, 1971; Vestermark, 1971).

During this same time period, most large-city school systems formed school

security offices staffed by commissioned law officers but funded out of the

district's own budget. Finally, in the period roughly from the mid-1970s to

the present, there has been a steady refining of police -school roles; a time



of triels, errors, experiments, and new approaches. It is this current period

that interests us. It is here that we begin to see interagency coordination

and cooperation ranging from the local to the national level. However, be-

fore we move closer and begin to examine the specific research, we might

usefully ask ourselves the Wag .al wawa of the information that educa-

tion and police officials have available. In other words, what do each of the

key players police and educators know about a student who commits a

serious misdeed in a school?

To answer this question, let us first tease out places where differences

are likely to occur. First, school district administrators are likely to have

various degrees of understanding of the differences between "discipline" viola-

tions and "criminal" violations. That is, some educators will be better than

others at understanding that much of what they call "discipline" should actu-

ally be called "crime." Second, school districts will have various degrees of

working relations with local law enforcement agencies. For example, school

districts with their own school security offices staffed by commissioned

officers (or with active police-liaison programs) will likely have very close

relations with local police; districts with school security offices staffed by

non-certified personnel will have different, and probably more distant, rela-

tionships; and districts with no security or police-liaison program will un-

doubtedly have the least developed working relations. Third, police depart-

ments, themselves, will possess varying degrees of sophistication when it

comes to collecting and analyzing data about :rime in the city or in a

school. Their capabilities will range from small departments that only use a

"pin map" to identify problem areas, to major departments that use sophisti-

cated computer modeling to identify activity and trends in any part of their

city for any type of offense for any time of the day or season of the year.

(x°
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So: with all this background, what do we think each party knows

about misbehaving students?

School personnel will know the particulars of the problems, of course,

but unless they have had special training or been advised by a particularly

astute school board attorney they are not likely even to realize that the

incident is even potentially criminal. As one example (only one of many)

school disixict officials seldom differentiate between "fights" and "battery."

They tend to assume that when two students are battling, they are

"fighting." Both get suspended. T'hat one of the students didn't want to

"fight" does not immediately signal the school administrator that what really

took place was a criminal battery. It does not signal him to call the police

if only for advice and counsel.

Also, school administrators seldom realize that some of what is being

called "discipline" violations are really criminal violations and subject to re-

duction through timetested crime prevention methods. Similarly, it seldom

occurs to most principals to develop data sets that enable themselves and

their staff to recognize trends and patterns in the discipline violations as

well as the criminal violations. In summary, while the education community

may know that quite a bit is "going wrong," it is usually not at all clear

WHAT is going wrong.

Police officials, for their part, may be disinclined to respond to a

school's call for help to take a report about a locker theft, even if the con-

tents are valued in the hundreds of dollars. In large cities, the police may

not be in much of a hurry to "transport" (to take a suspect from the scene

of the complaint to the local police precinct for processing) a student caught

with a single marijuana cigarette. After al:, these are not "serious" crimes,

right? And this brings up another issue. Police officials respond to differ-



ent pressures than do school officials. Unlike school superintendents who

have most to worry about the quality of education throughout their district

In relation to state and national norms, police chiefs have to set contact and

arrest priorities based on local standards of tolerance combined with the ne-

cessities of "political expediency." The question of the day may not be so

much one of knowing what is illegal, but of knowing what is sufficiently

against local norms to warrant assigning manpower and resources to stop it.

Viewed in that light, police-school agreements take on an even greater im-

portance, for without them, school officials may well find that police offi-

cials care little for the kinds of problems that are crippling certain schools.

Now with this background, we are ready to begin examining research

into police-school "discipline improvement" programs. Many of these pro-

grams will really focus on preventing violations of school rules (discipline),

just as they claim; others are actually dedicated to crime prevention.

PART REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

in this Part, we will follow a model that says: a "strategy" leads to

an "approach" which leads to a "program." For each strategy we will ask:

what is the strategy; why should we be concerned with it (rationale); what

do we know about it (point of origin, duration, type of evaluations available);

and what else might we want to know about it.

Both for the police agency programs and for the school system pro-

grams, we will consider three primary strategies. These are the strategies

of PREVENTION, RESPONSE, and CONTROL. For the purposes of this pa-

per, "prevention" refers to actions taken in gdvanee of a problem, designed
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to increase the probability that the problem will never develop. "Response"

refers to programs aimed at limiting the chronic recurrence of similar

events. "Control" covers programs designed to stop some acute action that

has occurred or that is occurring.

Before beginning a review of the 7esearch either on police agency or

school system programs aimed at improving student discipline, we should take

a step back to consider what the range of research tells us about school-po-

lice working relations.

We find the most interesting and useful study of police-school relation-

ships in a doctoral c':Isertation (Fox, 1964). One of Fox's key research ques-

tions concerned whether police agencies and education agencies even use the

same basis for judging their mutual working relationships. Fox discovered

that once proressionals from both lines of work begin to think about it, they

agree that they use four key factors to evaluate their relations with others.

These key factors are; INFORMATION, ASSISTANCE, INDIVIDUAL CON-

TACT, and INTERAGENCY ACTIVITIES.

Fox found important differences in responses by police and educators

regarding the aspects of their working relationships that met with greatest

success and failure. While "ducators report the greatest occurrence of good

an poor working relationships in the area of "assistance," police report the

greatest occurrence of gaol working relationships in the area of

"information" and the greatest number of sabr. experiences in the area of

"individual contact." The implication for this paper is that within a single

strategy, planners may have to tailor programs to meet the needs of individ-

ual school systems and police jurisdictions to fit in to existing patterns of

their historical working relations.



Pollee Agency Programs

"In the high school the police officer's role is similar to that of an

American military advisor overseas" wrote Bud Vestermark in 1971

(Vestermark, 1971:11). His presence may be unwelcome, his advfce only

grudgingly heard. When needed, for example to respond to a serious "fight,"

he may insist on resolving it in ways that are contrary to the principal's

wishes. The principal may find himself being threatened with charges of ob-

struction of Justice. In phrase, police on school grounds often present

something of a mixed blessing; while they are capable at least in theory

of resolving crises, their presence may have the unintended consequence of

triggering a different kind of crisis even while resolving the first one. Po-

lice on campus can be provocative.

To counteract and defuse many of these feelings and situations, law

enforcement professionals nationwide have for years endeavored to work with

educators to improve relations even while helping local school principals re-

duce crime and delinquency. The first strategy they have used is that of

PREVENTION.

Erireardea_atiLLegs

Prevention, as previously mentioned, is a strategy calling for thinking

about and planning for events before they become problems. Over the years,

police planners have developed a range of approaches that fall into a preven-

tion strategy; they also have developed a variety of programs that fall into

one or more of the approaches. For the sake of brevity and overview, we

will touch on two methods that are reasonably well documented; within each,

we will endeavor to find research about selected programs.

Classroom Education Approach: There are many, many programs that

fall within this Approach. These programs assume that disruptive behavior
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results in some part from a combination of defiance of authority and unfa-

miliarity with the consequences of actions. In general, these programs

evolved in the late 1960s a.; a generation of our nation's youth began to

demonstrate against almost everything, everywhere. Police, in an effort to

counter this social decay, turned to the public schools with "soft" educational

programs.

The earliest attempt to describe the range of educational programs

appeared in a book titled Police Proms ii2Litealltilli Mg Dail:

agency (Pursuit, Lis, 1972: Section IV). In a series of articles, these au-

thors explore the underlying bases for educational programs, and describe

those that they thought would show the most promise. Their analysis of the

programmatic rationale is valid today:

1. To promote a better understanding .of the law, judicial processes
and the role of law enforcement as it affects the youth in the com-
munity.

2. To offer the youth an opportunity to ask questions and express their
views related to law enforcement and thereby create a better under-
standing between youth and law enforcement personnel.

3. To inform the youth of laws that affect and guide them.

4. To inform the youth of the crime and narcotics problems among
young persons. (Pursuit, a Lis, 1972:316)

As expected, programs begun in the late 1960s and early 1970s have

changed with the times. Among the programs that Pursuit and his co-authors

described as adhering to these four objectives, many remain today. These

include the "Citizen and the Law Program" that later evolved into the so-

phisticated and much publicized "Law Related Education" (LRE) program

sponsored at times both by the U.S. Departments of Justice and Education

(see, for example, publications of the Constitutional Rights Foundation in Los

Angeles, and of the Public Education division of the American Bar Associa-



tion in Chicago). From their inception, police-taught education courses were

designed both for elementary and secondary students. As alluded to in the

opening paragraphs of this section, programs in the early 1970s, such as

"Adopt-a-Deputy," "Police-School Cadet Program," "The Be el Good Guy'

Plan," and "Officer Friendly," appear principally designed to overcome the

wave of anti-authority sentiment that then appeared to sweep school-aged

children. These early programs were not "educational" in the sense that

there was a curricula. They were educational in the sense that they were

designed to build friendship through familiarity (Pursuit, Alit s 319). Officers

were assigned to schools particularly elementary schools; their job was to

visit classrooms (in uniform) and to speak with students. As fear and ani-

mosity toward law officers subsided, educational programs based on a set

curricula began to emerge. Begun in Los Angeles by Vivian Monroe's Consti-

tutional Rights Foundation, but eventually adopted widely from coast to

coast, these courses slowly grew from short units within "civics" courses to

stand-alone units that taught younger children about right and wrong, and

taught older children about the finer distinctions between civil and criminal

law. The central assumption of these programs was that youth needed

clearly to understand the consequences of actions in order to be able to

CHOOSE correct over incorrect behavior.

The principal research on modern -day LRE, as it relates to delinquency

prevention, is found in Johnson and Hunter's 1984 research over a three-year

period. As this program has undergone a rigorous "impact evaluation," it

might be well to spend some time describing the findings.

From their study of LRE for three years in 61 classes using LRE and

44 classes not using LRE, the authors drew many useful and interesting con-

clusions. For example, while they found that "LRE can improve students' at-



titudes, perceptions, and behavior...these favorthle outcomes do not follow

automatically from adopting an LRE textbook and offering a course by that

name. Indeed, the researchers found that "the capability of LRE to improve

citizenship and behavior is highly dependent on the way in which the course

is implemented." As we do not have space here to describe the wide range

of their findings, we refer readers to the original research. The author of

this paper found Johnson and Hunter's list of OUTCOME VARIABLES partic-

ularly interesting. Our review of other school-based police-initiated educa-

tional programs shows that some of these newer programs provide classroom

instruction that focuses quite accurately on many elements of the overall

LRE approach. That is, whLe the LRE model takes a %We ranging approach

to teaching students about law .Eld *lice, new programs have grown up that

enable law °Mears and lay ZPachers to provide guidance and counsel in spL:

WI: areas.

Perhaps the best current examples of programs that target a specific

offense are Project SPECDA (School Program to Educate and Control Drug

Abuse, developed by New York City Pollee Department and the New York

City Schools and implemented in fifth- and sixth-grade classes in the Bronx

and Brooklyn school districts) and Project DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Ed-

ucation, developed by the Los Angeles Police Department and the Los Ange-

les Public Schools and implemented in elementary and junior high schools in

the LA area). Both SPECDA and DARE have common elements and common

assumptions: both endeavor to equip children with P the skills for resisting

peer pressure to experiment with alcohol, tobacco, and drugs" (De Jong, 1986:

2); both programs assume that today's school-age youth need strong and deci-

sive adult leadership and counsel to help them overcome the tremendous peer

pressure to engage in illegal drug activity. The goals set forth for SPECDA

11
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clearly demonstrate the focus and intensity of this new genre of program.

The broad goals of earlier education programs have been focused; the general

interest in improving school/ police rrlatioas have been honed.

The Police Department and the Board of Education Joint program plan-

ning committee define three SPECDA program goals:

1. To constructively alter the attitudes and perceptions of young peo-
ple as they pertain to drug usage.

2. To increase student awareness of the effects and consequences of
drug and substance abuse.

3. To build foundations for a constructive, ongoing dialogue between
police officers, drug counselors, and young people. (Jacobs, 1936: iii)

Perhaps the best example of a program that targets specific popula-

tion (rather than a specific problem) is the Youth Awareness Program co-

sponsored by the District of Columbia Public Schools and the D.C. Metropoli-

tan Police Department. This program focuses on urban adolescents; it aims

to help them make appropriate life-choices in the face of negative peer

pressures and difficult socio-eoonomic circumstances. Again, the program

planners assume that children in this instance children of lower socio-eco-

nomic standing who attend urban schools need forceful adult leadership in

order to overcome strong peer pressures to engage in contra-legal activity.

The sponsoring agencies work together to develop new policies, procedures,

instructional materials, to train liaisons and resource personnel, etc. The

courses last a semester. The program was evaluated in the 1983 -84 schoo'

year. Pre- and post-testing revealed that younger students (12-14) gained

significantly in knowledge and improved attitudes while gains among older

students (15+) were not significant (District of Columbia Public Schools,

1984).

On-site Presence Approach: While there are many programs initiated

by school districts that result in police officers spending some time in the



schools, ail will not discuss them until we reach "School System Programs;

prevention strategy, school security approach" somewhat later in this paper.

For this section, the principal programs that lead to police officers being

assigned to schools but that are initiated from the law enforcement side

of the equation are called Police Liaison Programs.

Police Liaison Programs grew cut of a project with the Flint, Michigan

police department, funded by the Mott Foundation. It was initially conceived

between 1958-60, and had been implemented in other locales by the mid-

1960s. By 1968, when the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)

began promoting Police Liaison Programs, the Flint model had already been

replicated in Tuscon and was in various stages of development in some nine-

teen other cities nationwide (Pursuit, 1972; 306).

While specific goals and objectives certainly differ between cities, the

basic goals of Police Liaison Programs area

1) to establish collaboration between the police and school in prevent-
ing crime and delinquency;

2) to encourage understanding between police and young people;

3) to improve police teamwork with teachers in handling problem
youth;

4) to improve the attitudes of students toward police; and

5) to build better police-community relations by improving the police
image." (Shepard and James, 1W67; 2)

Unlike educational programs in classrooms, Police Liaison Prr,,,,rams

represent an early model of law enforcement intervention and counselling in

informal school settings. This "marriage" of education and law enforcement

appears to be the earliest form of police-school interagency cooperation, a

topic that we discuss in a later section of this paper. Readers should note

that unlike most of the police-school agreements that will surface later, Po-

lice Liaison Programs appear to be initia4esJ by local police professionals
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rather than by local educators. It appears that an underlying assumption of

these police planners that by placing officers in secondary schools, they could

fulfill a "security" function and also have informal access to the very youth

who were committing delinquent acts in the community.

By the early 1980s, liaison prograws had grown and matured into so-

phisticated units of .city law enforcement departments. In 1981 the Wiscon-

sin Juvenile Officers' Association published their bilasearleaLLiiisian_rist

grim_Illyelmaent_Paligya_111mslid complete with evaluation guidelines. In

1984, the South San Francisco Police Department published a complete his-

tory and evaluation of their school liaison program, including their updated

fraseNceklandbo2LlarPalicaliaisca..121firam. Their evaluation is best de-

scribed as a "process evaluations* contacts, meetings, arrests. This evalua-

tion is only of limited use for this paper, as the revaluation" simply con-

cludes that effective prevention and early intervention is taking place, and

the program should be continued. They have attached numerous support let-

ters; they all reiterate that theme.

Besponse Straterit

Response strategies, as previously discussed, contain approaches de-

signed to curtail further occurrences of a group of acts that the school sys-

tem or the police department want to curtail. Like drug sales. Or gang ac-

tivity. Or vandalism. Or burglary.

There are not many descriptions of programs involving the police that

truly represent responses to particular problems. The bulk of the extant de-

scriptions appear in three sources: in Surratt (1974); in Violent Schools - Safe

Schools/ 1977 (hereafter, the afe School Study); and in Vestermark and B/eu-

velt (1978). In these works, we read about the range of police assistance

programs for specific events: using police to help monitor after-school

1 tz
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events; school arrival/departure safety; officers working "undercover" to help

curtail drug transactions; tailoring police nighttime patrol patterns better to

monitor school buildings that might be subject to vandalism or burglary; and

helping the district stop an employee theft ring.

Of the three works, Surratt's doctoral dissertation (IL.Zuryea._anGLAnalz

$

=Les, 1974) and the Safe Schools Study contain some quantitative findings,

while Vestermarkt is descriptive. The latter goes into much greater detail

than the first two about WHEN, WHY, and HOW to involve police in school

matters. As the focus of Ibis paper is upon a review of research, we will

limit this discussirn to Surratt an( to the AUdefichRoliAthily.

Surratt surveyed 932 school superintendents nationwide. Of 519 usable

surveys (56%) he found that "more than two-thirds of the large school sys-

tems...utilized the services of local police departments in the areas of pro-

tection at after-school everts and school arrival/departure safety; [that]

fewer than half of the large school systems...[used police] for protection of

buildings and grounds after school hours, patrolling halls and grounds during

the school day, and instruction or counselling;...[that while] a majority of

the police departments paid for most of the police services reported in three

of five areas of special police services, the question of fiscal responsibility

for police services was unresolved." (Surratt, 1974; 49, 170-171).

The Safe...fichof2lsfitudy stands as the only national research into the

nature and extent of crime in American schools, and a catalogue of what is

(or was) being done about it. Among the lists of "things being done," we

find security office operation& and pgliris aaticw. (The author of this paper

assumes that readers are familiar not only with the Safe Schools Study, but

also with its research methodology and history.)

16
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While there is not a great deal of information on policing in schools in

the Safe fialukolsaugy, some of the findings are unusual enough to warrant

further thought and discussion. For example, we find that suburban areas,

then small cities, then rural areas, and lastly large cities report "very much

support" from local police (47%, 41%, 39% and 29%). But when we look at

areas served by police, the mac is different. *Police on regular patrol,"

infrequent at best, ranges from only B to 11% of responding schools is

most frequent in large cities (as would be expected). If we now juxtapose

these findings, we discover that while about 11% of all large city schools

have police on regular patrol (and 5% of them also have police stationed in

the schools), it is these same respondents (administrators of schools in large

cities) that are least likely to say that they receive *very much support"

from local police.

The author of this paper recognizes the* the "research" reported both

by Surratt and by The Safe Schools Study is strictly quantitative and as such,

of little use to those endeavoring to derive conclusions about the utility 'ma

dfectivenPu of particular approaches and strategies. We have been unable

to locate any "impact" research or evaluations of these types of police-initi-

ated school -bar ad prevention programs. Furthermore, the author of this pa-

per is surprised to note that it appears that short-term interventions that are

planned and carried out by policing agencies either succeed in meeting their

intended pur. _re then discontinued) or fail to meet their intended

purpose (and are discontinued). The only apparent difference (since the con-

clusions are the same) is that if they "succeeded" in the eyes of the com-

manding officers, they will likely be tried again. Tried often enough, some

report of them reaches the genera] public. Quite a bit of time can elapse



before these experimental/practical programs do, indeed, reach the attention
of the general public.

It may do well to provide an example of this point. Irving Spergel in

his recent 212-page definitive study of gangs and their handling in the

Chicago Public Schools ( I ;

1985) fails even to evaluate the activities and programs of the Chicago Po-

lice Department's "Youth Gang Squad" division. This is only noteworthy be-

came this author has in his possession specific programmatic guidelines that
police have been developing for the past three years just jar achgals. To this

date, then, special police projects and programs focused at preventing partic-
ular school-based problems appear never to have been subject to an impact
evaluation.

Control t g 1 1

There are two general conditions when schools system administrators

turn to police to control events: first, when there is a sudden event that ap-

propriately falls within the domain of law enforcement; and second, when a

problem turns from chronic to acute. More simply, principals call the police

either to handle standard complaints, or to manage a crisis.

Research on =al school-police relations comes from Sterr Fox's

1964 doctoral dissertation (University of Southern California). As we have

mentioned previously, Fox's work is particularly interesting, as it catalogues

differences of perceptions between policing and educating agencies regarding

each others' cooperation. However, Fox restricts his inquiry to RELATION-

SHIPS. He does not catalogue either the nature or the weld of contacts
between these two agencies. So again, we find a gap in the research base;

no impact evaluations into normal police responses in schools.
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Research on aria school-pAce relations is somewhat more plentiful,

but again we mostly find descriptive information rather than impact

evaluations. In this instance, the author of this paper proposes that descrip-

tions of these policies and practices would not have been published/printed

had they not been tested, even if only pragmatically. So perhaps we have

some empirical research, after all.

Among this literature, Vestermark and Blauvelt (1978; 161) describe

how to manage bomb threats. Blauvelt (1977) instructs us how to handle

hostage situations in public schools. Vestermark (1971), writing general

treatise on "collective violence" presents what remains to this day the defini-

tive tactical procedural manual for situational (spontaneous) and guided

(planned) riots on school grounds. Williams (C 1978) gives us acrowd-control

plan for schools; Campbell (1982) authors a manual for polies /school handling

of street gangs; the Milwaukee Police Department's Gang Crimes Unit (1984,

85, 86) produces an annually updated directory of gang indicia, terms, and

signals; and Mourning (1985) discusses current policies and practices regarding

the use of metal detectors in schools. To restate: these are all descriptive,

and we can only suspect that they work because they are being promulgated,

even if only in some instances as "fugitive literature".

fiagglfattaltogrAms
By the mid-1970s, the nation had begun to realize that students were

actually committing crimes in the public. schools. The Gallup organization be-

gan reporting that "discipline" was the greatest educational concern in the

country (Gallup Polls of Public Attitudes Towards Education) and the U.S.

Senate began holding hearings in an effort to understaLid the phenomenon

(U.S. Congress, 1975). By 1975, the then-six-year-old National Association of



School Security Directors had some 350 members; of these, all but a hand-
ful were commissioned law officers employed by school districts (Rubel,
1977).

But it is just as difficult not, as it was then, to grasp either the na-

ture or the extent of crimes committed on campuses. While it would be
natural to expect that school districts with their own security departments
would be able to keep track of the entfre range of incidents occurring at lo-
cal schools, that is and always has been far from the fact. For exam-
ple, the Sate_airlstolt,Study expends quite a bit of time and space describing

and explaining just why and how certain kinds of offenses seem to be sub-
stantially underreported by educators (YfolentlecliodszSafekbocis, 1977:

46-48). Perhaps the most thorough, recent treatment of the problems faced
by the educational community accurately to define and to report criminal in-
cidents appears in the 1985 booklet fichooLDisciplane_Eatelaok produced by

the National School Safety Center. In their chapter entitled "Criminal and

Noncriminal Acts" the author points out that the general confusion over what

is really a crime and what is really a violation of a school rule hampers ed-

ucational planners (probably, but not necessarily local school principals) in

their efforts to curtail their "discipline" problems.

That point now becomes central to this section of this current paper.
It is apparent from this review of the literature most school-based strategies

involving police agencies or school security departments are GENERAL rather

than SPECIFIC in scope. That is, they appear to address general problems

of delinquency rather than specific types of criminal or severely disruptive

behavior. Only when we reach our discussion of the roles of school security

programs as part of PREVENTION STRATEGIES :Jo we begin to hear a recur-

ring call for a planning process that involves the clear separatkin of student
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crimes from disciplinary infractions as a precursor to developing and imple-

ment.lng truly effective programs.

While more detailed discussion of this schism should probably be held

for Part ID of this paper, readers might want to consider something of the

differences in education and training of those in the law enforcement or

school security fields as opposed to those in the education field. That is,
those in control of educational planning appear to develop general responses

to problems of discipline or delinquency while law enforcement professionals

appear to develop "target-specific" data-based planning tools and programs

aimed at particular populations of offenders. Of course we see all around us

how these different planning processes lead to quite different programs and

approaches for working with youth-in-trouble. General educatiOnal programs

planned by educators; specific crime prevention programs planned by the po-
lice.

Pluentiaaatalegs

Within this first strategy, the research points to two types of law en-

forcement approaches open to educators when dealing with youth who present

problems of serious disruption or crime. First, the district's administrators

may turn to the police in an effort to develop closer working relations; and

second, if the school district has its own office of school security, district

officials may look there for help developing methods for improving

"discipline" in the schools. In either case, the assumption on the part of the

education officials is that those with law enforcement backgrounds have

technical skills to offer that may well supplement the district's own planning

or technical skills.

Working-With-Police Approach: When we were discussing ways police

work with schools, we saw programs that brought law officers into schools as

26
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educators. When schools initiate the contacts, it appears that the programs

are substantially different. Here, for example, we see a decided concentra-

tion upon efforts at coordination and cooperation. This might be expected,

if we recall from Fox's dissertation thai "contact with police" represented

the area of poorest relations for educators. It appears to be a central as-

sumption of this approach that these meetings help to put police and educa-

tion professionals clearly on one team, and to put severely disruptive and

criminal youth on the other team. And in that, there is undeniable benefit.

School Security Approach: About two hundred school systems in this

country have their own divisions of school security (National Alliance for

Safe Schools, 1985). Most of the directors of these divisions have had many

years of law enforcement experience. Usually, the director and his officers

are commissioned peace officers or special officers. They certainly have ar-

rest powers on school grounds, and in some school systems they have arrest

powers in the city as well. In many large urban centers, these school peace

officers or school security agents are armed. Minimally, they carry hand-

cuffs.

There are two publi:ations that describe school security operations and

personnel. The first is a 1979 doctoral dissertation by Melvyn May entitled:

"A Descriptive View of Security Services in Selected School Districts by Ge-

ographic Region and Student Population." The second is a National Directory

of Public School Security Operatioas (NASS, 1985). As these documents pro-

vide descriptive rather than impact information, we will not discuss either

one in this current paper. However, when a school district's strategy calls for

using security operations, there are three separable approaches that we can

usefully explore: data collection/planning; physical security; and child-cen-

tered intervention programs.
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Data Collection/Manning Approach: This approach assumes that by

defining acts clearly and by collecting "clean" and current information about

the nature and extent of problems it will be easier to plan successful pro-

grams. Put another way, before program planners can hit a target they have

to at least SEE the target. Surprisingly, careful data collection and planning

is by far the excaplinn rather than the rule in delinquency prevention pro-

grams run by school districts. Frequently the process of collecting and ana-

lyzing data is omitted entirely from the planning cycle. This fact is tacitly

aelmowledged by the American Association of School Administrators in their

1981 publication on RAIMIAINUIiiklenee4Ylindlaiii84AndQUIttinr

Wags, when they wrote; "In many eases, school districts still do not have

clear records of incidents of school crime" (American Association of School

Administrators, 1981: 2) and then went on to write a booklet telling how to

do it correctly. That school administrators are hampered in their planning of

prevention programs because they often misname events (confusing disci-

plinary violations with law violations) is also discussed in detail in the Office

of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention-sponsored fichool Discipline

Hata Ixtgdi (National School Safety Center, 1985: Chapter 3). This theme

about the need to separate discipline from crime is picked up by Rubel

and Ames (1986), as they are discussing a problem-solving strategy for

school-based crime and discipline for the National Institute of Justice's

"Issues and Practices" document entitled gethicIngSchasaLrgrimeancLILialeat

misbehaviors_ A yroblenrfinlidng_filatea. Here, the authors push the need for

naming events and tracking their occurrences; they describe (in Chapter V)

the form and format for a computer-driven incident analysis system. This is

the first point at which this author has seen the law enforcement technology

known as "incident analysis" applied in an educational setting.
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There is not much research about the ways that collecting and ana-

lyzing data can help reduct woblems of discipline and crime in public

schools. Interestingly, the first work in this area is actually an in-house

proposal to the Louisiana State Department of Education, Bureau of Curricu-

lum, ln-Service, and Staff Development, Office of Discipline by its own staff.

This is a proposal written in 1979 to launch a statewide incident-based re-

porting system for crime and disruptive behavior in the Louisiana public

schools. The proposal was prepared by the State Supervisor of Discipline,

the Director of the Center for Research and Analysis for the Louisiana

Criminal Justice Information System and a research statistician. In this doc-

ument (Louisiana State Department of Education, 1979), the authors have

done spectacular job justifying the proposed process for collecting and an-

alyzing diverse data. An important section describes how to program and

test the system; another describes the evaluation criteria.

The second evaluation of the impact upon a school system of imple-

menting an entire data collection and analysis system focuses on the Wel

Schools - Better Students program of the National Institute of Justice. This

evaluation is more fully described later in this paper in the section dealing

with national programs that have a district- or agency-level focus.

Physical Security Approach: The second approach within the School

Security Strategy has the security office conducting "needs assessments," pur-

chasing, installing, and monitoring a wide range of physical security devices.

While the author of this paper has been advised that the Department of Edu-

cation is not particularly interested in research on this approach, it would be

remiss not to cite the single objective analysis of the impact of intrusion de-

tection devices upon crime prevention in schools. Robert Murray, writing a

doctoral dissertation in 1980, selected the topic: "The Effectiveness of intru-



sion Alarm Systems in Reducing School-Related Crime and Vandalism in an

inner-City School District." Here, he found that while Intrusion alarms ap-

peared to have some capacity to reduce burglary, there appeared to be no

other statistically significant reductions. That Is, attendance did not change

substantially, and daytime offenses were unaffected. Of course, the author

of this paper can't help but wonder what else he expected to find: the usual

assumption among security specialists is that intrusion alarms (burglar alarms)

help prevent after-hours-hours break-ins by electronically simulating a popu

lated building. Put differently, the idea is that the type of person who de-

clines to enter an =Wed building to commit a theft will also be dissuaded

from entering an aiming building to commit a burglary because the alarm

will at least in theory summon people who will discover his presence.

Child-Centered Intervention Approach: Perhaps the most notable effort

to bridge the gap between a school district's security operation and the prin-

cipals who run the schools is seen in the National Association of Secondary

School Principals' book Efleatixe_aruggieLjorftbiacdfiesurzy (Blauvelt

1981). Here, the author has combined humor with common sense and hard-

headed policing to produce a work that on the one hand provides solid guid-

ance for handling youth who commit crimes in schools, and on the other

hand remains sensitive to the reality that the offenders are public school

students and the district administrators have to conduct themselves within

the bounds of reason and prudence. The underlying assumption, shared by

NASSP, was that school principals could probably do a greet deal more to

help reduce and prevent crime in their schools if they possess, l more tech-

nical skills to help them in that task.

Blauvelt has authored many other works on school security and Ldmin-

istrative management of crises, but one speaks to this section with particular



clarity. "Interface: Security and Students" (Blauvelt, 1984) describes a pro-

gram conducted for many years in the Prince George's County Schools

whereby security office perso,-Inel worked as faculty sponsors for an -tra

curricular "club" called the Student Security Advisory Council. This program

enabled students to define and to solve the problems of crime and criminal-

ity that most concerned thei.. Those who planned this program assumed

that if high school students participated in identifying not only the problems

that faced them but also the solutions to those problems, they would at least

feel that the school district administration was on their side; that the ad-

ministrative staff of the district cared about their concerns and valued their

advice and recommendations. NOTE: This author is familiar with the modi-

fied application in an elementary school of the "Student Security Advisory

Council." The principal called it her "Little SAC" (Student Advisory Council)

for the lower grades and her "Big SAC" for the 5th and 6th graders. She

expanded the program to accommodate problems more wade- ranging than

crime and discipline.

Unfortunately, no one has conducted impact evaluations on either of

these two aspects of this approach. The author of this paper considered

omitting this section entirely because of this defect, but finall,y decided to

include it. It is this author's opinion that these programs describe an impor-

tant option for educators; an opportunity to apply some degree of law en-

forcement rigor to discipline and crime prevention practices that can be im-

plemented in elementary or secondary school settings.

ES.390261..fitriLIAgy

We saw that when law enforcement professionals initiated in-school

crime reduction programs, these programs were designed to repulse specific

events. In this same vein, once educational planners are moved to imple-



ment some program to address a particularly chronic problem, they focus

quite specifically on the "intolerable behavior" that they want changed.

While there are volume upon volume of school-based prevention programs

that are designed to encourage good behavior, improve the social climate of

the school, or target slow /earners with enriched curricula, there all fall out-

side the scope of this paper. Indeed, this survey of the research has shown

that there are very few descriptions of programs that feature highly focused,

school - initiated responses to seriously dtsruptive and criminal youth. The au-

thor of this paper suspects that the reason for the paucity of evaluative re-

search follows from the very nature of the programs that the educational

planners must consider; quick and decisive responses to particular problems.

Like locker thefts; bicycle thefts; assaultive behavior; drug cleating. Usually,

the problems don't stay around long enough to design program, set up a re-

search agenda, and seek money to fund it. But occasionally they do; there

appear to be a few programs that are caught by the "response strategy" net

that have been reasonably well described and evaluated.

Before presenting these individual programs, readers should realize that

the Office of Juverele Justice and Delinquency Prevention ( OJJDP), U.S. De-

partment of Justice has for years taken a keen interest not only in pro-

grams, themselves, but also in the theoretical basis for preventing delin-

quency in school settings. In 1979 OJJDP published De linguengx2reyeaticuu

TheoriesAnciltralegies, an exhaustive examination of the range of strategies

then available to school systems and communities to address severely disrup-

tive youth. More importantly, this work discusses in detail the practical im-

plications for each strategy. Put differently, the authors carefully catalogue

each of the many theoretical approaches to delinquency prevention and ex-

plain why they would or would not succeed based on findings from research.

2G
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This author encourages readers to review this 0.1JDP publication before plan-

ning new programs.

While this paper is to limit itself, generally, to works that have more

substance than "simple description," this author would like readers also to

consider two publications of the Office of the Superintendent of the Los An-

geles County Schools. These two works are: aralegieslcaJlegacing....Ylante

and (198U) and

gums...Ain:Li =nits (1986). Unlike journalistic retelling of a story (where

the enthusiasm of those involved in the story and the inexperience of the re-

porter of the story often conspire to produce curious but inaccurate tales)

the dozens and dozens of short, clever, focused biterventions (and even pre-

ventions) have here withstood tests of time and bureaucratic peer review and

have been formally endorsed by one of our nation's largest school systems.

Furthermore, these books communicate the important if intangible --as-

sumption that it is through careful attention to the tone and temper of

MANY aspects of schooling that children learn to "be nice and do right" (in

the wards of the Superintendent of Schools for Colorado Springs, CO). As

none of these techniques have been formally evaluated, there is little more

to say but that many are very clever, apply well in elementary school set-

tings, and are probably quite effective.

That, finally, brings us to the only work this author could find that

actually evaluated "response strategy" programs designed by educational plan-

ners and implemented in public schools. These programs, collectively, are

known as "Alternative Education Programs." This project, begun in late

1980, saw the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention funding

and rigorously evaluating eighteen demonstration projects operating in 94

sites nationwide. The program:
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...implements selected alternative education approaches in order to en-
hance student learning and prevent behavior problems. These include
more individualised instruction and reward structures, goal oriented
work and learning emphases in the classroom together with enhanced
student-teacher relationships and administrator support to create a
positive school climate.

The program is being evaluated in order to determine the process by
which different schools implement the programs, and to measure pro-
ject impact on student achievement, delinquency and on related be-
havior problems among program participants.

The expected goal...is to produce and verify a positive program impact
as measured by improved learning, reduced delinquency, dropouts and
expulsions, and by successful student transition to higher education or
employment.... The programmwill require 3 to 4 years to complete.
(OJJDP, 1983).

CantraLltralca

School district strategies for dealing with act.. ,coblems of disruption

are pretty well limited to "crisis contingency plans." Here we are speaidng

about options open to a school principal when there has been a homicide, a

rape, a bomb threat. Again, the author of this paper finds himself repeating

a distressing but recurring theme: there are many examples of contingency

plans and none of them have ever been researched or evaluated for their ef-

fectiveness. As with police control strategies, the true test of "success" ap-

pears to be that the particular plan has survived the rigors of review and

made it into print.

Examples of contingency plans for educators range from the U.S. De-

partment of Justice's Community Relations Service publication "School Secu-

rity: Guidelines for Maintaining Safety in School Desegregation" (1978)

through the National Alliance for Safe Schools' "Checklist for School Crisis

Contingency Plans" (N ASS, 1984). These plans share a root assumption; that

the very process of planning puts educational leaders in control of events,

rather f. an allowing the events, themselves, to control the decision-makers.

2
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Perhaps the best collection of contingency plans prepared in a form

and format that school district administrators can use is seen in the National

Alliance for Safe Schools' 1884 document: "Guide for Creating School Safety

Plans." In this collection we find the document used by the New York City

Board of Education to require such plans of their principals; the text of Mil-

waukee Public Schools' safety plan as it applies to rumor control, bomb

threats, and inter-group conflict; and the Community Relations Service's

overall recommendations for establishing conflict management programs for

school systems.

tiktiLinalizigrA111S

To this point, we have been examining in detail programs and prac-

tices of police and education agencies who must deal with severely disruptive

and criminal students. All these projects share a common theme: they

evolve locally to meet local needs; there has been no attempt to develop a

shared structure with similar projects nationwide.

In this section, we will describe two programs that present school dis-

trict responses to severely disruptive and criminal youth. Unlike all that has

gone before, these are federally sponsored explorations into quite unusual di-

rections. The first program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education,

can be said to be exploring the success of a model that calls for cooperation

to promote Riming to achieve an liprome4 learning anzitimmint. The second

program, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Justice, has borrowed some of

the lessons learned from the preceding program and added a twist; here they

are exploring the success of using inform:aim to motivate planning to pro-

duce improved, Quegement of disruption, *nd disruptive youth. The purpose

in now featuring these programs is that we are likely now to view their aims
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and accomplishments differently since we have had a chance to read about

the wide range of single-focus projects in this field.

UaLikaar1122ALOfEd1=1/10

For the past twelve years, the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education divi-

sion of the Department of Education has provided instruction to school offi-

cials nationwide in the "school team approach" to problem solving. Over this

period, the "problem" has been drug abuse and disruptive behavior in schools.

During part of this time, the Office of Juvenile Justice sponsored research

and evaluation to ascertain the success of this model.

The School Team Approach is an effort to build competence to deal
with local problems. Implementation of the Approach begins with re-
cruitment of a school whose administrator is concerned about given
problems and committed to efforts to do something about them. Two
wttekii of residential training is provided to a school-selected team
consisting of seven persons drawn from both school and community and
including the school's principal or another administrator. (Grant, 1981;
1)

By providing intensive workshops to members of the school's commu-

nity (parents, teachers, students, administrators) this program has been able

to build a team of highly skilled PLANNERS. By the time this School Team

leaves a training cycle, they have with them a well developed plan for com-

bating drug dealing, drug abuse, or some other disruptive school-based prob-

lem.

As mentioned in the introduction to this section; this program uses

COOPERATION among members of the school's community to drive PLAN-

NING to combat a significant problem, to achieve an IMPROVED LEARNING

ENVIRONMENT.

Writing in the Executive Summary of the OJJDP-sponsored evaluation

of Phase I of this program, Joan Grant notes that "The findings suggest that

such an effort can decrease the amount of victimization reported by students



and may also decrease the level of tension, fear, and danger perceived by

students in the school." In general way, the evaluations exposed a general

weakness of all training programs; they point out that without strong and

dedicated leadership, the excitement and drive that develops in an intensive

workshop setting soon dissipates along with the intended impact. May of

the school teams never implemented their written plans. But for those who

did, the experiences were rewarding (Grant, 1981).

This "School Team Approich" program is both sophisticated and com-

plex. It contains four major thrusts: a strategic thrust made up by the team

programs, themselves; a discipline thrust; a communications thrust; and a

human relations thrust. As all these were evaluated in the final report on

this phase of the ongoing program, readers are referred to the relevant doc-

uments, rather than subjected, here, to a lengthy retelling of the story

(Social Action Research Center, 1983).

V.S. Department of Justice

Responding to widespreA concern that serious disruption and crime

was harming American public education, the National Institute of Justice in

1981 began to explore approaches to assist school principals and district edu-

cation officials better understand the nature and extent of student misbe-

haviors as the step preceding planning or implementing specific programs

(Rubel and Ames, 1986). Quite early in this exploration, NLI entered into a

formal interdepartmental. agreement with the Department of Education that

involved co-funding and also sharing elements of the School Team Training

approach.

As we saw that the Education Department's School Team Approach

used a model of cooperation to lead to Winning to help Improve She educa-



tonAl mining, the Justice Department's program incorporated that same

strategy and expanded it. Here we see a model that is testing the asaump-

tion that "information is power" and that computer-aided data analysis about

the nature and extent of school-based misbehaviors must precede planning,

and that planning based on this solid information should lead to improved

management of student crime and misbehavior. It is also a fundamental

premise of this program that CRIMES (violations of laws) must be carefwly

identified and catalogued separitely from DLSCIFLINE (violations of school

rules).

As the model dev2ioped and was tested in a total of 77 schools in

four school districts nationwide from 1983 to 1986 it asked the research

questions:

1. Will local school districts accept and benefit from a program that
addresses crime and discipline problems in school through partner-
ships between education and law enforcement?

2. Will a data-based analysis process be effective in helping schools
identify and reduce recurring problems? (Rubel, 1986a)

To date, the program has shown promise in these areas:

1. lielmlitudials
a. Brings troubled youth to the assistant principal's and counselor's

attention for early intervention.
b. Reduces FEAR of crime /disruption to increase stu- dent's atten-

tion on the business of education.
C. Communicates consistency within the school both for policies and

practices (rules and consequences).

2. liaimirinciDaki
a. Enables principals to target, bis/her energies to attack one prob-

lem at a time.
b. Shows precisely who and what is going wrong throughout the

school (students or teachers).
c. Checks whether the specific intervention is working, as planned

(on-line feedback loop).
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3. kidREScantritUDirdrig=figg,
a. Evens out the districtwide application of gslicies (e.g.: handling

drug sales; weapons; gang activity).
b. Ensures consistent distrietwide application of disogsalos (e.g.:

degree of censure for theft of property worth $50 or $200;
prosecution for battery).

c. Helps the superintendent to build bridges of eom-munication and
cooperation to police and youth- serving agencies (memoranda of
understanding). (Rubel, 1986)

The only evaluation prepared to this point covers the first two years

of this field test; 1983-84 and 1984 -85 school years in 44 secondary schools

in three sites (Tremper, 1985). Since then, the program has been imple-

mented in 33 secondary schools in one additional site. The program has un-

dergone so many changes as it has moved into this current site that few of

the evaluation findings remain relevant. This current site was specifically

selected as a "refined field test"; a district in which this program could be

implemented with all the modifications suggested from the two previous

years of experience.

One aspect of the original field tests that apparently remains un-

changed in the current "refinement" was that of jteragency greementis be-

tween the school systems and the police departments. Here, Tremper's eval-

uation findings remain valid:

Finding 5: The project emphasis on interagency coordination addressed
a strongly felt need for better responses to serious and repeat criminal
offenders.

Finding 6: Interagency groups favor informal arrangements over written
agreements. They did, however, make substantial progress toward un-
dertaking joint endeavors and strengthening informal ties.

Finding 7: The partnership between the federal Departments of Justice
and Education served as a valuable model of cooperation to spur local

efforts.



PART TM DESCRIBING A RESEARCH AGENDA;
FROM THE PRESENT TO THE FUTURE

For the author of this paper, there have been some surprising findings.

First and foremost, it appears that there is a substantial difference between

the kinds of programs that result from police wanting to work with school

systems versus school systems wanting the help of the police. It appears

that when poli-t, agencies consider working in a school setting, the emphasis

is on education, either with primary or secondary school youth. The educa-

tion may be informal (Officer Friendly) or carefully planned (Mc Gruff). On

the other hand, when school district officials solicit the police for coopera-

tive programs, the emphasis appears to be upon using police to help with

special patrols or secteity-related assignment?. In some cases, the emphasis

is on formal or informal agreements about how the police departments will

respond in certain circumstances. While this author does not know exactly

what to make of this difference, the theme is too common in the literature

to be wholly disregarded.

Another surprising finding is that school and police programs that tar-

get specific chronic problems of youth crime have seldom been researched.

From the school side, we don't know much about curricula to prevent drug

dealing, weapons possession, or battery. From the police side, we don't have

an array of response or control options for common problems such as theft

of school property or battery on school grounds.

How ue Plr_nning and Ayi GoingOff?.

The only program found during this research that relies heavily on

data collection and analysis to guide project planning and to verify the sue-



cess or failure of specific intervention strategies is the Safer__Sclicsla.z.ikek.

ter Students program developed under the leadership of the National Institute

of Justice and co-sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education's Office of

Educational Research and improvement.

Other projects and programs seem to evolve from one of two sources;

first, plans sometimes develop from the belief that the conteat of some pro-

gram will help keep the students from reputing a certain kind of unwanted

behavior; or second, projects sometimes evolve from an individual's charis-

matic or dynamic leadership.

Two substantial issues arise when projects are developed and imple-

mented without a solid base of data. First, the project may miss the real

target. Those designing and implementing the project may have an

issue that wawa() to be "The Problem" but wasn't; planners made a subjec-

tive "judgment call" that could not have been substantiated by data-based

fact. Also within this category, the project designers could have selected a

"problem" that had somehow either subtly changed over time or disappeared

completely, leaving only the impression that it still remained. Second, once

implemented, the project managers have no objective way to determine the

extent to which their intervention strategy is making a difference. Indeed,

they have no way of knowing even when "The Problem" has been solved.

Both of these issues have been addressed in the fieSer Schools_ - Bejtet

StudegUi program. The very nature of the constant data collection and rapid

feedback process enables building-level administrators to identify shifts in

trends in misbehavior, to separate real from illusory problems, to monitor the

success or failure of specific prevention or intervention projects, and of

course to recognize when a problem no longer exists.
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The planning model currently being tested in the Estar_fighask
ter Studivits program of the Departments of Justice and Education is de-

scribed in detail in Rubel and Ames (1986). Fundamentally, this is a com-

puter-tided hidden: analysis system that calls for recording certain informa-

tion from every teacher's referral of student into the office of the princi-

pal or assistant principal for discipline. The data are entered daily and pro-

cessed by a school district's central computer on a routine basis. This rou-

tine is established by the local school district.

The district's computer produces tables and charts displaying key ele-

ments of information relating either to individual students or groups of inci-

dents. For .example, it is possible to produce a table of the students most

frequently referred by teachers to the main office. It is also possible to

produce a table of the teachers most often referring students out of their

classes. Or it is possible to request a table of the kinds of dispositions a

particular administrator is making for a particular kind of offense. Or it is

possible to produce a chart displaying the period of day, day of week, and

zone of the school where any type of incident is occurring (fights, battery,

vandalism, locker thefts, tardawas, etc.)

This list is practically endless, and can be modified by each school

district to produce the specific information that they want. Clearly, the in-

formation collected on the teacher's referral form determines what is placed

into the computer; that, in turn, defines the output options.

Once the data are returned to the principal and assistant principals in

a useful form, that administrator begiiis to plan using the planning meth-

ods developed by the Education Department's Drug and Alcohol Abuse Pre-
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vention Education "School Team" training model. The result is an "action

plan," again, patterned from that "School Turn" training model.

The "Does it Help?" question is easy to answer and hard to prove. A

great many people think that this approach helps both local and district edu-

cation professionals, or they would not pay for its continued testing or suffer

its intrusion into large school districts. Those educators who have been in-

volved with this program contend that it enables the central office of the

school district continually to monitor with only a few weeks of lag-time -

- a wide range of misconduct that is continually present in modern American

schools. Those same educators also laud the improved distrietwide policies

and practices that evolve from examining internal actions relating to the

handling of criminal and disruptive youth a process of self-examination

that precedes meetings with representatives of the juvenCe justice commu-

nity.

itesearch Neede4

There can be little doubt that more research is needed both concern-

ing the transferability of the fifer Schools - Better _Student.% model but also

into the implications of some of Fox% findings that seem to indicate that

police and education professionals report satisfactory working relations in

DISSIMILAR areas of contact.

The Siter_fidukta model has been implemented only in limited set-

tings; what happens if it is implemented within an entire state, all at once?

What about three states? How large or small can a district be to still find

the program useful? Will it really be of any use in a 2,000-student district

where the most serious problems are tardiness?

3,.
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Some of the questions raised by Fox suggest other avenues of inquiry.

Fox examined working relations of "line officers" with "line school adminis-

trators." The answers were useful, even though the research is now over 20

years old. His study should probably be refined and replicated. What,

though, of the working relations of the next two tiers above the local offi-

cials? In school districts, what of the relations at the field-supervisor level;

what of the relations of the district's superintendent and the chief of police?

There is some evidence from the experiences of project personnel associated

with the retr...fiCiaals program that relations at the "line" level are con-

trolled by local precinct captains and may not accurately reflect a superin-

tendent's working relationship with the chief of police. Of course, that

too carries implications for policy and practice, and must be considered in

any school district plan to work cooperatively with the police to curtail

crime and disruption in the schools.

ImRlicalionstarhaciim

Most of the major themes in this paper carry SOME implication for

practice.

We have noted how law enforcement professionals have developed

many kinds of programs over the last 25 years. The first projects were

aimed at overcoming youth's antagonism for authority. The next wave of

projects were aimed at taking advantage of youth's capacity to learn about,

and participate in, crime prevention. The current cycle of projects endeavor

to instruct youth how to apply peer pressure to reduce specific problems,

such as drug use. When planning projects that are meant to be co-sponsored

between police and education departments, some of this history is useful. It

would also be useful to recognize the increasingly sophisticated use by police



departments of elementary and secondary school curricula, as this is a rela-

tivey recent development.

We have noted how education system professionals have turned to the

police community for advice and counsel regarding crisis planning as well as

planning projects to combat specific types of crimes occurring in the schools.

Also, we have noted frequent references in the literature to the wide dis-

parity among school principals from school to school and from district to

district when it comes to defining the parameters of acts they consider

sufficiently serious to warrant calling the police.

Finally, we have noted how after many years of separate development

within the U.S. Departments of Education and Justice, a program has

emerged that appears to combine key elements of each discipline. By com-

bining the "school team approach" to planning and problem-solving with the

law enforcement method of collecting and analyzing data, we appear to have

a model with almost universal appeal. A model, moreover that addresses the

central theme of this paper; school system and police agency inter-agency

cooperation and planning. Perhaps some of the Education Department's future

research can be channeled into determining with even greater clarity the

capacity of this ongoing program to be implemented in diverse settings,

addressing the entire spectrum of disruptive and criminal incidents. Perhaps

some future research can show how cooperative planning, based on solid data

and using an on-line feedback loop, can re-energize public education in

America.
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